General Strand
Moderate Strand
Substantial Strand

PHIL 110, LING 123,
MATH 202 - no placement
required, not a prerequisite
to UA MATH or Science.

MATH 105 - 
prerequisite to Math
302a only

MATH 109C - 
not a prerequisite to calc

MATH 112

MATH 111

MATH 122A

MATH 122B

MATH 129

*MATH 223

*MATH 254

MATH 313

PHIL 110, LING 123, 
MATH 202 - no placement 
required, not a prerequisite 
to UA MATH or Science.

MATH 100AX - (must place into next course, Math 100, through final exam or placement test)

MATH 100 (must place into next course through final exam or placement test)

MATH 105 - prerequisite to Math 302a only

MATH 109C - not a prerequisite to calc

MATH 112

MATH 111

MATH 112

*requires C or higher in 
prerequisite(s)

MATH 129

*MATH 223

*MATH 254

MATH 313

For Math 129 and higher level courses, credit is used for placement. The placement test is not required.

*requires C or higher in prerequisite(s)